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Three Claims, 
Four Validities: 
Interrogation Tools 
for Consumers 
of Research
ARTICLES ABOUT PSYCHOLOGY RESEARCH written for a general 
audience regularly appear in the popular media. Headlines about 
 psychology attract readers because people are interested in such 
 topics as happiness, social interaction, and school achievement—
among many others. As a psychology student, you’re probably 
 interested in these subjects as well. But to what extent should you 
believe the information you read online? Journalists who write about 
psychological science should simply report what the researchers did 
and why the study was important, but sometimes they misrepresent 
or overstate the research findings. They may do so either uninten
tionally, because they lack the appropriate training to properly 
 critique the findings, or intentionally, to draw readers’ attention. 
Even an empirical journal article could overstate a study’s findings. 
When writers make unsupported claims about what a particular 
study means, it’s kind of like wrapping an unexciting gift in fancy 
paper (Figure 3.1).

Your research methods course will help you understand both 
popular and researchbased articles at a more sophisticated level. 
You can learn how to raise the appropriate questions for interrogat
ing the study that is being used to support a writer’s claims about 

3
LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

A year from now, you should 
still be able to:

1.
Differentiate the three types of 
claims: frequency, association, 
and causal.

2.
Ask appropriate questions to help 
you interrogate each of the four 
big validities: construct validity, 
statistical validity, external 
validity, and internal validity.

3.
Explain which validities are most 
relevant for each of the three 
types of claims.

4.
State which kind of research study 
is required to support a causal 
claim.
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58 CHAPTER 3 Three Claims, Four Validities: Interrogation Tools for Consumers of Research

human behavior. By extension, the skills you use to evaluate information behind 
the research will also help you plan your own studies if you intend to become a 
producer of information.

Think of this chapter as a scaffold. All the research information in later 
chapters will have a place in the framework of three claims and four validities 
presented here. The three types of claims—frequency claims, association claims, 
and causal claims—make statements about variables or about relationships 
between  variables. Therefore, learning some basics about variables comes first.

VARIABLES
Variables are the core unit of psychological research. A variable, as the word 
implies, is something that varies, so it must have at least two levels, or values.

Take this headline: “72% of the world smiled yesterday.” Here, “whether a per
son smiled yesterday” is the variable, and its levels are a person smiling yesterday 
and a person not smiling yesterday. Similarly, the study that inspired the statement 
“People with higher incomes spend less time socializing” contains two variables: 
income (whose levels might be low, medium, and high) and the amount of time 
people spend socializing (with levels ranging from 0 to 7 evenings per week). In 
contrast if a study concluded that “15% of Americans smoke,” nationality is not a 
variable because everyone in the study is American. In this example, nationality 
would be a constant, not a variable. A constant is something that could potentially 
vary but that has only one level in the study in question. (In this example, “smok
ing” would be a variable, and its levels would be smoker and nonsmoker.)

Measured and Manipulated Variables
The researchers in any study either measure or manipulate each variable. The 
distinction is important because some claims are tested with measured variables, 
while other claims must be tested with both measured and manipulated variables. 
A measured variable is one whose levels are simply observed and recorded. Some 
variables, such as height and IQ, are measured using familiar tools (a ruler, a test). 
Other variables, such as gender and hair color, are also said to be “measured.” 
To measure abstract variables, such as depression and stress, researchers might 
devise a special set of questions to represent the various levels. In each case, mea
suring a variable is a matter of recording an observation, a statement, or a value 
as it occurs naturally.

In contrast, a manipulated variable is a variable a researcher controls, usually 
by assigning study participants to the different levels of that variable. For example, 
a researcher might give some participants 10 milligrams of a medication, others 
20 mg, and still others 30 mg. Or a researcher might assign some people to take 
a test in a room with many other people and assign others to take the test alone. 

FIGURE 3.1
Studies may not match 
the claims made about 
them.
Journalists and researchers 
sometimes make claims 
about the meaning of 
research results. When a 
study has been “wrapped 
up” in a dramatic headline, 
the research inside 
might not live up to the 
expectations. Does the 
study support the headline 
in which a writer has 
wrapped it?
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In both examples, the participants could end up at any of the levels because the 
researchers do the manipulating, assigning participants to be at one level of the 
variable or another.

Some variables cannot be manipulated—they can only be measured. Age can’t 
be manipulated because researchers can’t assign people to be older or younger; 
they can only measure what age they already are. IQ is another variable that can’t 
be manipulated; researchers cannot assign some people to have a high IQ and oth
ers to have a low IQ; they can only measure each person’s IQ. Even if the research
ers choose the 10% of people with the highest IQ and the 10% with the lowest IQ, 
it is still a measured variable because people cannot be assigned to the highest or 
lowest 10%.

Other variables cannot be manipulated because it would be unethical to do 
so. For example, in a study on the longterm effects of elementary education, you 
could not ethically assign children to “highquality school” and “lowquality 
school” conditions. Nor could you ethically assign people to conditions that put 
their physical or emotional wellbeing at risk.

Some variables, however, can be either manipulated or measured, depending 
on the goals of a study. If childhood extracurricular activities were the variable of 
interest, you could measure whether children already take music or drama lessons, 
or you could manipulate this variable if you assigned some children to take music 
lessons and others to take drama lessons. If you wanted to study hair color, you 
could measure this trait by recording whether people have, for instance, blond, 
brown, or black hair. You could also manipulate this variable if you assigned some 
willing people to dye their hair one color or the other.

From Conceptual Variable to Operational 
Definition
Each variable in a study can be described in two ways (Table 3.1). When research
ers are discussing their theories and when journalists write about research, they 
use conceptlevel language. Conceptual variables are abstract concepts, such as 
“spending time socializing” and “school achievement.” A conceptual variable is 
sometimes called a construct. Conceptual variables must be carefully defined at 
the theoretical level, and these definitions are called conceptual definitions. To 
test hypotheses, researchers have to do something specific in order to gather data. 
When testing their hypotheses with empirical research, they create operational 
definitions of variables, also known as operational variables, or operationaliza-
tions. To operationalize means to turn a concept of interest into a measured or 
manipulated variable.

For example, a researcher’s interest in the conceptual variable “spending 
time socializing” might be operationalized as a structured question, in which 
people tell an interviewer how often they spend an evening alone, socialize with 
friends, or see relatives in a typical week. Alternatively, the same concept might 

❮❮
For a complete discussion 
of ethical guidelines in 
research, see Chapter 4.
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be operationalized by having people keep a diary for one month, recording which 
nights they spent with relatives or friends and which nights they were alone.

Sometimes this operationalization step is simple and straightforward. For 
example, a researcher interested in a conceptual variable such as “weight gain” in 
laboratory rats would probably just weigh them. Or a researcher who was inter
ested in the conceptual variable “income” might operationalize this variable by 
asking each person about their total income last year. In these two cases, the 
researcher can operationalize the conceptual variable of interest quite easily.

Often, however, concepts researchers wish to study are difficult to see, touch, 
or feel, so they are also harder to operationalize. Examples are personality traits, 
states such as “argumentativeness,” and behavior judgments such as “attempted 
suicide.” The more abstract nature of these conceptual variables does not stop psy
chologists from operationalizing them; it just makes studying them a little harder. 
In such cases, researchers spend extra time clarifying and defining the conceptual 
variables they plan to study. They might develop creative or elegant operational 
definitions to capture the variable of interest.

Most often, variables are stated at the conceptual level. To discover how the 
variable “school achievement” was operationalized, you need to ask: How did the 
researchers measure “school achievement” in this study? To determine how a  

TABLE 3.1

Describing Variables

VARIABLE NAME 
(CONCEPTUAL  
VARIABLE)

OPERATIONAL DEFINITION  
(ONE POSSIBILITY)

LEVELS OF THIS  
VARIABLE

IS THE VARIABLE  
MEASURED OR  
MANIPULATED IN  
THIS CONTEXT? 

Car ownership Researchers asked people to 
circle “I own a car” or “I do not” 
on their questionnaire. 

2 levels: own a car or not Measured

Expressing gratitude to 
romantic partner

Researchers asked people in 
relationships the extent to which 
they agree with items such as 
“I tell my partner often that s/he 
is the best.” 

7 levels, from 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 7 (strongly agree)

Measured

Type of story told about a 
scientist

Researchers assigned 
participants to read stories 
about Einstein and Curie, 
which related either their work 
struggles or their achievements.

2 levels: a story about a 
scientist's struggles and 
a story about a scientist's 
achievements

Manipulated

What time children eat 
dinner

Using a daily food diary, 
researchers had children write 
down what time they ate dinner 
each evening.

Researchers divided children 
into two groups: those who  
ate dinner between 2 p.m. and  
8 p.m., and those who ate  
after 8 p.m. 

Measured
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variable such as “frequency of worrying” was operationalized, ask: How did 
researchers measure “worrying” in this research? Figure 3.2 shows how the first 
variable might be operationalized.

FIGURE 3.2
Operationalizing “school achievement.”
A single conceptual variable can be operationalized in a number of ways.

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING

1. What is the difference between a variable and its levels? What might be the 

levels of the variable “favorite color”?

2. Explain why some variables can only be measured, not manipulated. Can 

“gender” be a manipulated variable? Can “frequency of worrying” be a 

manipulated variable?

3. What is the difference between a conceptual variable and the operational 

definition of a variable? How might the conceptual variables “frequency of 

worrying,” “intelligence,” and “stress” be operationalized by a researcher?

1. See p. 58. 2. See pp. 58–59. “Gender” is probably not a manipulated variable, but “frequency of 
 worrying” might be manipulated if researchers assigned some people to purposely worry about 
 something. 3. See pp. 59–61.

THREE CLAIMS
A claim is an argument someone is trying to make. Internet bloggers might make 
claims based on personal experience or observation (“The media coverage of 
congressional candidates has been sexist”). Politicians might make claims based 

Teachers’ observations

Operational
variables

Conceptual
variable

Checking recordsSelf-report questionnaire

What grades do you get?

     All As

     Mostly As and Bs

     Mostly Bs

     Mostly Bs and Cs

School achievement
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on rhetoric (“I am the candidate of change!”). 
Literature scholars make claims based on tex
tual evidence (“Based on my reading of the text, 
I argue that the novel Frankenstein reflects a 
fear of technology”). In this textbook, we focus 
on claims made by journalists or researchers—
claims that are based on empirical research. 
Recall from Chapters 1 and 2 that psychologists 
use systematic observations, or data, to test and 
refine theories and claims. A psychologist might 
claim, based on data he or she has collected, that 
a certain percentage of teens attempted suicide 
last year, or that higherincome people spend 
less time socializing, or that music lessons can 
improve a child’s IQ.

Notice the different wording in the boldface 
headlines in Table 3.2. In particular, the first 
claim merely gives a percentage of teens who tex
ted while driving; this is a frequency claim. The 
claim in the middle, about single people eating 
fewer vegetables, is an association claim: It sug
gests that the two variables go together, but does 
not claim that being single causes people to eat 
fewer vegetables or that eating fewer vegetables 

causes people to be single. The last boldface claim, however, is a causal claim: 
The verb enhance indicates that the music lessons actually cause improved IQ. 
The kind of claim a psychological scientist makes must be backed up by the right 
kind of study. How can you identify the types of claims researchers make, and 
how can you evaluate whether their studies are able to support each type of 
claim? If you conduct research yourself, how will you know what kind of study 
will support the type of claim you wish to make?

Frequency Claims
Two Out of Five Americans Say They Worry Every Day
Just 15% of Americans Smoke
72% of the World Smiled Yesterday
4 in 10 Teens Admit to Texting While Driving

Frequency claims describe a particular rate or degree of a single variable. In the 
first example above, “two out of five” is the frequency of worrying among people 
in the United States. In the second example, “15%” is the rate (the proportion) of 
American adults who smoke. These headlines claim how frequent or common 

TABLE 3.2

Examples of Each Type of Claim

CLAIM TYPE SAMPLE HEADLINES

Frequency 
claims

4 in 10 teens admit to texting while 
driving 

42% of Europeans never exercise

Middle school kids see 2–4 alcohol ads 
a day

Association 
claims

Single people eat fewer vegetables

Angry Twitter communities linked to 
heart deaths

Girls more likely to be compulsive 
texters

Suffering a concussion could triple the 
risk of suicide

Causal claims Music lessons enhance IQ

Babysitting may prime brain for 
parenting

Family meals curb eating disorders

Why sleep deprivation makes you 
crabby
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something is. Claims that mention the percentage of a variable, the number of 
people who engage in some activity, or a certain group’s level on a variable can all 
be called frequency claims.

The best way to identify frequency claims is that they focus on only one 
variable—such as frequency of worrying, rate of smiling, or amount of texting. 
In addition, in studies that support frequency claims, the variables are always 
measured, not manipulated. In the examples above, the researchers have mea
sured the frequency of worrying by using a questionnaire or an interview and 
have reported the results.

Some reports give a list of singlevariable results, all of which count as 
frequency claims. Take, for example, the recent report from Gallup stating 
that 72% of the world smiled yesterday (Gallup.com, 2016). The same report 
also found that 51% of people said they learned something interesting yester
day. These are two separate frequency claims—they each measured a single 
variable one at a time. The researchers were not trying to show an association 
between these single variables; the report did not claim the people who learned 
something interesting were more likely to smile. It simply stated that a certain 
percentage of the world’s people smiled and a certain percentage learned some
thing interesting.

Association Claims
People with Higher Incomes Spend Less Time Socializing
Romantic Partners Who Express Gratitude Are Three Times More Likely to Stay 

Together
People Who Multitask the Most Are the Worst at It
A Late Dinner Is Not Linked to Childhood Obesity, Study Shows

These headlines are all examples of association claims. An association claim 
argues that one level of a variable is likely to be associated with a particular level 
of another variable. Variables that are associated are sometimes said to correlate, 
or covary, meaning that when one variable changes, the other variable tends to 
change, too. More simply, they may be said to be related.

Notice that there are two variables in each example above. In the first, the vari
ables are income and spending time socializing: Having a higher income is asso
ciated with spending less time socializing (and therefore having a lower income 
goes with spending more time socializing). In the second example, the variables 
are the frequency of expressing gratitude and the likelihood of staying together: 
More frequent gratitude goes with a longer relationship.

An association claim states a relationship between at least two variables. In 
order to support an association claim, the researcher usually measures the two 
variables and determines whether they’re associated. This type of study, in which 
the variables are measured and the relationship between them is tested, is called 

❮❮
For more on correlation 
patterns, see Chapter 8. 
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a correlational study. Therefore, when you unwrap an association claim, you 
should find a correlational study supporting it (Figure 3.3).

There are three basic types of associations among variables: positive associa
tions, negative associations, and zero associations.

POSITIVE ASSOCIATION

The headline “Romantic partners who express gratitude are three times more 
likely to stay together” is an association in which high goes with high and low 
goes with low, and it’s called a positive association, or positive correlation. Stated 
another way, high scores on gratitude go with staying together longer, and low 
scores on gratitude go with a shorter time together.

One way to represent an association is to use a scatterplot, a graph in which 
one variable is plotted on the yaxis and the other variable is plotted on the xaxis; 
each dot represents one participant in the study, measured on the two variables. 
Figure 3.4 shows what scatterplots of the associations in three of the example 
headlines would look like. (Data are fabricated for illustration purposes, and num
bers are arbitrary units.) Notice that the dots in Figure 3.4A form a cloud of points, 
as opposed to a straight line. If you drew a straight line through the center of the 
cloud of points, however, the line would incline upward; in other words, the math
ematical slope of the line would be positive.

NEGATIVE ASSOCIATION

The study behind the claim “People who multitask the most are the worst at it” 
obtained a negative association. In a negative association (or negative correla-
tion), high goes with low and low goes with high. In other words, high rates of 
multitasking go with a low ability to multitask, and low rates of multitasking go 
with a high ability to multitask.

A scatterplot representing this association would look something like the one 
in Figure 3.4B. Each dot represents a person who has been measured on two vari
ables. However, in this example, a line drawn through the cloud of points would 
slope downward; it would have a negative slope.

Keep in mind that the word negative refers only to the slope; it does not mean 
the association is somehow bad. In this example, the reverse of the association—
that people who multitask the least are the best at it—is another way to phrase this 
negative association. To avoid this kind of confusion, some people prefer the term 
inverse association.

ZERO ASSOCIATION

The study behind the headline “A late dinner is not linked to childhood obesity, 
study shows” is an example of a zero association, or no association between the 
variables (zero correlation). In a scatterplot, both early and late levels of dinner 
time are associated with all levels of obesity (Figure 3.4C). This cloud of points has 

FIGURE 3.3
Correlational studies 
support association 
claims.
When a journalist makes an 
association claim, it’s usually 
based on a correlational 
study, in which two or more 
variables were measured.
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FIGURE 3.4
Scatterplots showing three types 
of associations.
(A) Positive association: “Romantic partners who express 
gratitude are more likely to stay together.” (B) Negative 
association: “People who multitask the most are the 
worst at it.” (C) Zero association: “A late dinner is not 
linked to childhood obesity, study shows.” Data are 
fabricated for illustration purposes.
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no slope—or more specifically, a line drawn through it would be nearly horizontal, 
and a horizontal line has a slope of zero.

MAKING PREDICTIONS BASED ON ASSOCIATIONS

Some association claims are useful because they help us make predictions. Which 
couples are going to stay together the longest? Who’s likely to have poor multi
tasking skill? With a positive or negative association, if we know the level of one 
variable, we can more accurately guess, or predict, the level of the other variable. 
Note that the word predict, as used here, does not necessarily mean predicting into 
the future. It means predicting in a mathematical sense—using the association to 
make our estimates more accurate.

To return to the headlines, according to the positive association described in 
the first example, if we know how much gratitude a couple is showing, we can pre
dict how long they will stay together, and if a couple expresses a lot of gratitude, we 
might predict they’ll be together a long time. According to the negative association 
in the second example, if we know someone spends a lot of time multitasking, we 
can predict she’ll be less skilled at it. Are these predictions going to be perfect? 
No—they will usually be off by a certain margin. The stronger the relationship 
between the two variables, the more accurate our prediction will be; the weaker 
the relationship between the two variables, the less accurate our prediction will 
be. But if two variables are even somewhat correlated, it helps us make better 
predictions than if we didn’t know about this association.

Both positive and negative associations can help us make predictions, but zero 
associations cannot. If we wanted to predict whether or not a child will be obese, 
we could not do so just by knowing what time he or she eats dinner because these 
two variables are not correlated. With a zero correlation, we cannot predict the 
level of one variable from the level of the other.

Causal Claims
Music Lessons Enhance IQ
Stories Told of Brilliant Scientists Affect Kids’ Interest in the Field
Pressure to Be Available 24/7 on Social Media Causes Teen Anxiety
Family Meals Curb Teen Eating Disorders

Whereas an association claim merely notes a relationship between two variables, a 
causal claim goes even further, arguing that one of the variables is responsible for 
changing the other. Note that each of the causal claims above has two variables, just 
like association claims: music lessons and IQ; type of story told about brilliant sci
entists and interest in the field; social media and anxiety; family meals and eating 
disorders. In addition, like association claims, the causal claims above suggest that 
the two variables in question covary: Those who take music lessons have higher IQs 
that those who don’t; children who hear certain types of stories about scientists are 
more interested in the field than those who hear other types of stories.

❯❯
For more on predictions 

from correlations, see 
Chapter 8, pp. 212–213.
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Causal claims start with a positive or 
negative association. Music lessons are pos
itively associated with IQ, and social media 
pressure is associated with anxiety. Occa
sionally you might also see a causal claim 
based on a zero association; it would report 
lack of cause. For example, you might read 
that vaccines do not cause autism or that 
daycare does not cause behavior problems.

Causal claims, however, go beyond a 
simple association between the two vari
ables. They use language suggesting that 
one variable causes the other—verbs such 
as cause, enhance, affect, and change. In con
trast, association claims use verbs such as 
link, associate, correlate, predict, tie to, and 
being at risk for. In Table 3.3, notice the dif
ference between these types of verbs and 
verb phrases. Causal verbs tend to be more 
exciting; they are active and forceful, suggesting that one variable comes first 
in time and acts on the other variable. It’s not surprising, then, that journalists 
may be tempted to describe family dinners as curbing eating disorders, for exam
ple, because it makes a better story than family meals just being associated with  
eating disorders.

Here’s another important point: A causal claim that contains tentative 
 language—could, may, seem, suggest, sometimes, potentially—is still considered a 
causal claim. If the first headline read “Music lessons may enhance IQ,” it would 
be more tentative, and you should assume a causal claim. The verb enhance makes 
it a causal claim, regardless of any softening or qualifying language.

Advice is also a causal claim; it implies that if you do X, then Y will happen. 
For example: “Best way to deal with jerks? Give them the cold shoulder.” “Want 
to boost brain power? Do yoga.”

Causal claims are a step above association claims. Because they make a 
 stronger statement, we hold them to higher standards. To move from the simple 
language of association to the language of causality, a study has to satisfy three 
criteria. First, it must establish that the two variables (the causal variable and 
the outcome variable) are correlated; the relationship cannot be zero. Second, 
it must show that the causal variable came first and the outcome variable came 
later. Third, it must establish that no other explanations exist for the relationship. 
Therefore, when we unwrap a causal claim, we must be sure the study inside can 
support it. Later in this chapter, you will learn that only one type of study, an 
experiment, can enable researchers to support a causal claim because it meets 
all three criteria.

TABLE 3.3

Verb Phrases That Distinguish Association and 
Causal Claims

ASSOCIATION CLAIM VERBS CAUSAL CLAIM VERBS

is linked to causes promotes

is at higher risk for affects reduces

is associated with may curb prevents

is correlated with exacerbates distracts

prefers changes fights

are more/less likely to may lead to worsens

may predict makes increases

is tied to sometimes makes trims

goes with hurts adds
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Not All Claims Are Based on Research
Besides the types of claims mentioned above, you may also encounter stories 
in the popular media that are not based on research, even if they are related to  
psychology. For instance:

12-Year-Old’s Insight on Autism and Vaccines Goes Viral
Living in the Shadow of Huntington’s Disease
Baby Born Without Skull in the Back of His Head Defies Odds

Such headlines do not report the results of research. They may describe a person’s 
solution to a problem, an inspiring story, or an expert's advice, but they don’t say 
anything about the frequency of a problem or what research has been shown to work. 
The Huntington’s piece is about a single person’s experience with an inherited con
dition that involves the breakdown of nerve cells in the brain, but it is not suggesting 
a treatment. The account of the baby’s survival is uplifting, but it doesn’t report sys
tematic research about the outcomes of babies with different birth conditions. Stories 
like these show what can happen, but not how often it happens, or when, or why.

These kinds of headlines may be interesting, and they might be related to psy
chology, but they are not frequency, association, or causal claims, in which a writer 
summarizes the results of a poll, survey, or other research study. Such anecdotes 
are about isolated experiences, not empirical studies. And as you read in Chapter 2,  
experience is not as good a source of information as empirical research.

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING

1. How many variables are there in a frequency claim? An association claim?  

A causal claim?

2. Which part of speech in a claim can help you differentiate between 

association and causal claims?

3. How are causal claims special, compared with the other two claim types?

4. What are the three criteria causal claims must satisfy?

1. See pp. 62–64 and 66–67. 2. The verbs matter; see pp. 66–67 and Table 3.3. 3. See pp. 66–67. 4. See p. 67.

INTERROGATING THE THREE CLAIMS 
USING THE FOUR BIG VALIDITIES
You now have the tools to differentiate the three major claims you’ll encounter in 
research journals and the popular media—but your job is just beginning. Once you 
identify the kind of claim a writer is making, you need to ask targeted questions as 
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a critically minded consumer of information. The rest of this chapter will sharpen 
your ability to evaluate the claims you come across, using what we’ll call the four 
big validities: construct validity, external validity, statistical validity, and internal 
validity. Validity refers to the appropriateness of a conclusion or decision, and 
in general, a valid claim is reasonable, accurate, and justifiable. In psychological 
research, however, we do not say a claim is simply “valid.” Instead, psychologists 
specify which of the validities they are applying. As a psychology student, you will 
learn to pause before you declare a study to be “valid” or “not valid,” and to specify 
which of the four big validities the study has achieved.

Although the focus for now is on how to evaluate other people’s claims based 
on the four big validities, you’ll also be using this same framework if you plan to 
conduct your own research. Depending on whether you decide to test a frequency 
claim, an association claim, or a causal claim, it is essential to plan your research 
carefully, emphasizing the validities that are most important for your goals.

Interrogating Frequency Claims
To evaluate how well a study supports a frequency claim, you will focus on two of 
the big validities: construct validity and external validity. You may decide to ask 
about statistical validity, too.

CONSTRUCT VALIDITY OF FREQUENCY CLAIMS

Construct validity refers to how well a conceptual variable is operationalized. 
When evaluating the construct validity of a frequency claim, the question is how 
well the researchers measured their variables. Consider this claim: “4 in 10 teens 
admit to texting while driving.” There are several ways to measure this variable. 
You could ask teenagers to tell you on an online survey how often they engage in 
text messaging while they’re behind the wheel. You could stand near an intersec
tion and record the behaviors of teenage drivers. You could even use cell phone 
records to see if a text was sent at the same time a person was known to be driving. 
In other words, there are a number of ways to operationalize such a variable, and 
some are better than others.

When you ask how well a study measured or manipulated a variable, you are 
interrogating the construct validity: how accurately a researcher has operation
alized each variable—be it smiling, exercising, texting, gender identity, body mass 
index, or selfesteem. For example, you would expect a study on obesity rates to 
use an accurate scale to weigh participants. Similarly, you should expect a study 
about texting among teenagers to use an accurate measure, and observing behav
ior is probably a better way than casually asking, “Have you ever texted while 
driving?” To ensure construct validity, researchers must establish that each vari
able has been measured reliably (meaning the measure yields similar scores on 
repeated testings) and that different levels of a variable accurately correspond to 
true differences in, say, depression or happiness. (For more detail on construct 
validity, see Chapter 5.)
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EXTERNAL VALIDITY OF FREQUENCY CLAIMS

The next important questions to ask about frequency claims concern 
 generalizability: How did the researchers choose the study’s participants, and 
how well do those participants represent the intended population?  Consider the 
example “72% of the world smiled yesterday.” Did Gallup researchers  survey 
every one of the world’s 7 billion people to come up with this number? Of course 
not. They surveyed only a small sample of people. Next you ask: Which people 
did they survey, and how did they choose their participants? Did they include 
only people in major urban areas? Did they ask only college students from each 
country? Or did they attempt to randomly select people from every region of 
the world?

Such questions address the study’s external validity how well the results of a 
study generalize to, or represent, people or contexts besides those in the original 
study. If Gallup researchers had simply asked people who visited the Gallup web
site whether they smiled yesterday, and 72% of them said they did, the researcher 
cannot claim that 72% of the entire world smiled. The researcher cannot even 
argue that 72% of Gallup website visitors smiled because the people who choose 
to answer such questions may not be an accurate representation. Indeed, to claim 
that 72% of the world smiled yesterday, the researchers would have needed to 
ensure that the participants in the sample adequately represented all people in the 
world—a daunting task! Gallup’s Global Emotions Report states that their sample 
included adults in each of 140 countries who were interviewed by phone or in 
person (Gallup.com, 2016). The researchers attempted to obtain representative 
samples in each country (excluding very remote or politically unstable areas of 
certain countries).

STATISTICAL VALIDITY OF FREQUENCY CLAIMS

Researchers use statistics to analyze their data. Statistical validity, also 
called statistical conclusion validity, is the extent to which a study's statistical 
conclusions are accurate and reasonable. How well do the numbers support 
the claim?

Statistical validity questions will vary depending on the claim. Asking about 
the statistical validity of a frequency claim involves reminding yourself that the 
number associated with the claim is an estimate, and it has a specific amount of 
error associated with it. The percentage reported in a frequency claim is usually 
accompanied by a margin of error of the estimate. This is a statistical figure, 
based on sample size for the study, that attempts to include the true value in the 
population. For example, in the report about how many teenagers text while driv
ing, the Centers for Disease Control’s 41% value was accompanied by this note: 
“The margin of error is +/–2.6 percentage points” (CDC, n.d.). The margin of error 
helps us describe how well our sample estimates the true percentage. Specifically, 
the range, 38.4–43.6%, is highly likely to contain the true percentage of teens who 
text while driving.

❯❯
For more on the procedures 

that researchers use to 
ensure external validity, see 

Chapter 7, pp. 186–191.
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Interrogating Association Claims
As mentioned earlier, studies that are able to support association claims are called 
correlational studies: They measure two variables instead of just one. Such studies 
describe how these variables are related to each other. To interrogate an associ
ation claim, you ask how well the correlational study behind the claim supports 
construct, external, and statistical validities.

CONSTRUCT VALIDITY OF ASSOCIATION CLAIMS

To support an association claim, a researcher measures two variables, so you have 
to assess the construct validity of each variable. For the headline “People who 
multitask the most are the worst at it,” you should ask how well the researchers 
measured the frequency of multitasking and how well they measured the ability to 
multitask. The first variable, frequency of multitasking, could be measured accu
rately by asking people to document their day or by observing people during the 
day and recording times when they are multitasking. The second variable, ability 
to multitask, could be measured accurately using a computerscored exercise that 
involves doing two things at once; a less accurate measure would be obtained by 
asking people how good they are at multitasking.

In any study, measuring variables is a fundamental strength or weakness—and 
construct validity questions assess how well such measurements were conducted. 
If you conclude one of the variables was measured poorly, you would not be able 
to trust the conclusions related to that variable. However, if you conclude the 
construct validity in the study was excellent, you can have more confidence in the 
association claim being reported.

EXTERNAL VALIDITY OF ASSOCIATION CLAIMS

You might also interrogate the external validity of an association claim by asking 
whether it can generalize to other populations, as well as to other contexts, times, or 
places. For the association between expressing gratitude and relationship length, you 
would ask whether the results from this study’s participants, 194 California college 
students currently in a romantic relationship, would generalize to other people and 
settings. Would the same results be obtained if all of the participants were midwest
ern couples 45 or older? You can evaluate generalizability to other contexts by asking, 
for example, whether the link between gratitude and relationship length also exists in 
friendships. (Table 3.4 summarizes the four big validities used in this text.)

STATISTICAL VALIDITY OF ASSOCIATION CLAIMS:  
STRENGTH AND SIGNIFICANCE

When applied to an association claim, statistical validity is the extent to which 
the statistical conclusions are accurate and reasonable. One aspect of statistical 
validity is strength: How strong is the association? Some associations—such as the 
association between height and shoe size—are quite strong. People who are tall 
almost always have larger feet than people who are short, so if you predict shoe 
size from height, you will predict fairly accurately. Other associations—such as the 
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association between height and income—might be very weak. In fact, because of a 
stereotype that favors tall people (tall people are more admired in North America), 
taller people do earn more money than short people, but the relationship is not 
very strong. Though you can predict income from height, your prediction will be 
less accurate than predicting shoe size from height.

Another question worth interrogating is the statistical significance of a par
ticular association. Some associations obtained in a study might simply be due 
to chance connections in that particular sample caused by a few individuals. 
However, if an association is statistically significant, it is probably not due to 
chance characteristics in that one sample. For example, because the association 
between gratitude and relationship length is statistically significant, it means the 
association is probably not a chance result from that sample alone.

STATISTICAL VALIDITY OF ASSOCIATION CLAIMS: AVOIDING  
TWO MISTAKEN CONCLUSIONS

As you might imagine, evaluating statistical validity can be complicated. Full 
training in how to interrogate statistical validity requires a separate, semesterlong 
statistics class. This book introduces you to the basics, and we will focus mainly 
on asking about statistical significance and the strength of an effect.

It’s also worth mentioning that statistical validity involves two kinds of mis
takes. First, a study might mistakenly conclude, based on the results from a sample 
of people, that there is an association between two variables (e.g., gratitude and 
relationship length), when there really is no association in the full population. 
Careful researchers try to minimize the chances of making this kind of mistake, 
known as a “false positive,” or Type I error. They want to increase the chances 
of finding associations only when they are really there.

Second, a study might mistakenly conclude from a sample that there is no asso
ciation between two variables (e.g., dinner time and obesity), when there really is an 

TABLE 3.4

The Four Big Validities

TYPE OF VALIDITY DESCRIPTION

Construct validity How well the variables in a study are measured or manipulated.

The extent to which the operational variables in a study are a good approximation of the 
conceptual variables.

External validity The extent to which the results of a study generalize to some larger population (e.g., whether the 
results from this sample of children apply to all U.S. schoolchildren), as well as to other times or 
situations (e.g., whether the results based on this type of music apply to other types of music).

Statistical validity The extent to which the data support the conclusions. Among many other questions, it is 
important to ask about the strength of an association and its statistical significance (the 
probability that the results could have been obtained by chance if there really is no relationship).

Internal validity In a relationship between one variable (A) and another (B), the extent to which A, rather than 
some other variable (C), is responsible for changes in B.

❯❯
For more about association 

strength and statistical 
significance, see Chapter 8, 

pp. 205–207 and pp. 214–217.
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association in the full population. Careful researchers try to minimize the chances 
of making this kind of mistake, too; it’s known as a “miss,” or Type II error. Obvi
ously, they want to reduce the chances of missing associations that are really there.

In sum, when you come across an association claim, you should ask about three 
validities: construct, external, and statistical. You can ask how well the two vari
ables were measured (construct validity). You can ask whether you can generalize 
the result to a population (external validity). And you can evaluate the strength 
and significance of the association (statistical validity).

Table 3.5 gives an overview of the three claims, four validities framework. 
Before reading about how to interrogate causal claims, use the table to review 
what we’ve covered so far.

❮❮
For more on Type I and 
Type II errors, see Statistics 
Review: Inferential Statistics. 
pp. 484–490.

TABLE 3.5

Interrogating the Three Types of Claims Using the Four Big Validities

TYPE OF  
VALIDITY

FREQUENCY CLAIMS  
(“4 IN 10 TEENS ADMIT TO 
TEXTING WHILE DRIVING”)

ASSOCIATION CLAIMS  
(“PEOPLE WITH HIGHER INCOMES 
SPEND LESS TIME SOCIALIZING”)

CAUSAL CLAIMS  
(“MUSIC LESSONS  
ENHANCE IQ”)

Usually based on a survey 
or poll, but can come from 
other types of studies

Usually supported by a correlational 
study

Must be supported by an 
experimental study

Construct  
validity

How well has the 
researcher measured the 
variable in question?

How well has the researcher 
measured each of the two variables 
in the association?

How well has the researcher 
measured or manipulated the 
variables in the study?

Statistical  
validity

What is the margin of 
error of the estimate?

What is the effect size? How strong 
is the association? Is the association 
statistically significant? If the 
study finds a relationship, what is 
the probability the researcher’s 
conclusion is a false positive? If the 
study finds no relationship, what 
is the probability the researcher is 
missing a true relationship?

What is the effect size? Is there 
a difference between groups, 
and how large is it?

Is the difference statistically 
significant?

Internal  
validity

Frequency claims are 
usually not asserting 
causality, so internal 
validity is not relevant.

People who make association claims 
are not asserting causality, so internal 
validity is not relevant to interrogate. 
A researcher should avoid making 
a causal claim from a simple 
association, however (see Chapter 8).

Was the study an experiment? 
Does the study achieve 
temporal precedence? Does 
the study control for alternative 
explanations by randomly 
assigning participants to 
groups? Does the study avoid 
several internal validity threats 
(see Chapters 10 and 11)?

External  
validity

To what populations, 
settings, and times can we 
generalize this estimate? 
How representative is the 
sample—was it a random 
sample?

To what populations, settings, 
and times can we generalize 
this association claim? How 
representative is the sample? To what 
other problems might the association 
be generalized?

To what populations, settings, 
and times can we generalize 
this causal claim? How 
representative is the sample? 
How representative are the 
manipulations and measures?
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Interrogating Causal Claims
An association claim says that two variables are related, but a causal claim goes 
beyond, saying that one variable causes the other. Instead of using such verb 
phrases as is associated with, is related to, and is linked to, causal claims use direc
tional verbs such as affects, leads to, and reduces. When you interrogate such a 
claim, your first step will be to make sure it is backed up by research that fulfills 
the three criteria for causation: covariance, temporal precedence, and internal 
validity.

THREE CRITERIA FOR CAUSATION

Of course, one variable usually cannot be said to cause another variable unless the 
two are related. Covariance, the extent to which two variables are observed to go 
together, is determined by the results of a study. It is the first criterion a study must 
satisfy in order to establish a causal claim. But to justify using a causal verb, the 
study must not only have results showing that two variables are associated. The 
research method must also satisfy two additional criteria: temporal precedence 
and internal validity (Table 3.6).

To say that one variable has temporal precedence means it comes first in 
time, before the other variable. To make the claim “Music lessons enhance IQ,” a 
study must show that the music lessons came first and the higher IQ came later. 
Although this statement might seem obvious, it is not always so. In a simple associ
ation, it might be the case that music lessons made the children smart, but it is also 
possible that children who start out smart are more likely to want to take music 
lessons. It’s not always clear which one came first. Similarly, to make the claim 
“Pressure to be available 24/7 on social media causes teen anxiety,” the study 
needs to show that social media pressure came first and the anxiety came later.

Another criterion, called internal validity, or the third-variable criterion, 
is an indication of a study’s ability to eliminate alternative explanations for the 

TABLE 3.6

Three Criteria for Establishing Causation Between  
Variable A and Variable B

CRITERION DEFINITION

Covariance The study’s results show that as A changes, B changes; e.g., 
high levels of A go with high levels of B, and low levels of A 
go with low levels of B.

Temporal precedence The study’s method ensures that A comes first in time, 
before B.

Internal validity The study’s method ensures that there are no plausible 
alternative explanations for the change in B; A is the only 
thing that changed.
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association. For example, to say “Music lessons enhance IQ” is to claim that music 
lessons cause increased IQ. But an alternative explanation could be that certain 
kinds of parents both encourage academic achievement (leading to higher IQ 
scores) and encourage their kids to take music lessons. In other words, there could 
be an internal validity problem: It is a certain type of parent, not the music lessons, 
that causes these children to score higher on IQ tests. In Chapter 2 you read that 
basing conclusions on personal experience is subject to confounds. Such confounds 
are also called internal validity problems.

EXPERIMENTS CAN SUPPORT CAUSAL CLAIMS

What kind of study can satisfy all three criteria for causal claims? Usually, to 
support a causal claim, researchers must conduct a welldesigned experiment, 
in which one variable is manipulated and the other is measured.

Experiments are considered the gold standard of psychological research 
because of their potential to support causal claims. In daily life, people tend to 
use the word experiment casually, referring to any trial of something to see what 
happens (“Let’s experiment and try making the popcorn with olive oil instead”). 
In science, including psychology, an experiment is more than just “a study.” When 
psychologists conduct an experiment, they manipulate the variable they think is the 
cause and measure the variable they think is the effect (or outcome). In the context 
of an experiment, the manipulated variable is called the independent variable and 
the measured variable is called the dependent 
variable. To support the claim that music les
sons enhance IQ, the researchers in that study 
would have had to manipulate the music lessons 
variable and measure the IQ variable.

Remember: To manipulate a variable means 
to assign participants to be at one level or the 
other. In the music example, the researchers 
might assign some children to take music les
sons, others to take another kind of lesson, and 
a third group to take no lessons. In an actual 
study that tested this claim in Toronto, Canada, 
researcher Glen Schellenberg (2004) manipu
lated the music lesson variable by having some 
children take music lessons (either keyboard 
or voice lessons), others take drama lessons, 
and still others take no lessons. After several 
months of lessons, he measured the IQs of all 
the children. At the conclusion of his study, 
Schellenberg found that the children who took 
keyboard and voice lessons gained an average of 
3.7 IQ points more than the children who took 
drama lessons or no lessons (Figure 3.5). This  

❮❮
For examples of independent 
and dependent variables, see 
Chapter 10, p. 277.

FIGURE 3.5
Interrogating a causal claim.
What key features of Schellenberg’s study of music lessons and 
IQ made it possible for him to claim that music lessons increase 
children’s IQ? (Source: Schellenberg, 2004.)

Fig. 1.  Mean increase in full-scale IQ (Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children–Third Edition) for each group of 6-year-olds who completed 
the study. Error bars show standard errors.

STRAIGHT 
FROM THE 
SOURCE
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was a statistically significant gain, and the result therefore established the first 
part of a causal claim: covariance.

A Study’s Method Can Establish Temporal Precedence and Internal  
Validity. Why does the method of manipulating one variable and measuring the 
other help scientists make causal claims? For one thing, manipulating the inde
pendent variable—the causal variable—ensures that it comes first. By manipulating 
music lessons and measuring IQ, Schellenberg ensured temporal precedence in 
his study.

In addition, when researchers manipulate a variable, they have the potential 
to control for alternative explanations; that is, they can ensure internal validity. 
When Schellenberg was investigating whether music lessons could enhance IQ, 
he did not want the children in the music lessons groups to have more involved 
parents than those in the drama lessons group or the nolessons group because 
then parental involvement would have been a plausible alternative explanation 
for why the music lessons enhanced IQ. He didn’t want the children in the music 
lessons groups to come from a different school district than those in the drama 
lessons group or the nolessons group because then the school curriculum or 
teacher quality might have been an alternative explanation.

Therefore, Schellenberg used a technique called random assignment to 
ensure that the children in all the groups were as similar as possible. He used a 
method, such as rolling a die, to decide whether each child in his study would take 
keyboard lessons, voice lessons, drama lessons, or no lessons. Only by randomly 
assigning children to one of the groups could Schellenberg ensure those who took 
music lessons were as similar as possible, in every other way, to those who took 
drama lessons or no lessons. Random assignment increased internal validity by 
allowing Schellenberg to control for potential alternative explanations. He also 
designed the experiment so the children were engaged in their respective lessons 
for the same amount of time, over the same number of weeks. These methodology 
choices secured the study’s internal validity.

Schellenberg’s experiment met all three criteria of causation. The results 
showed covariance, and the method established temporal precedence and internal 
validity. Therefore, he was justified in making a causal claim from his data. His 
study can be used to support the claim that music lessons really do enhance—cause 
an increase in—IQ.

WHEN CAUSAL CLAIMS ARE A MISTAKE

Let’s use two other examples to illustrate how to interrogate causal claims made 
by writers and journalists.

Do Family Meals Really Curb Eating Disorders? To interrogate the causal 
claim “Family meals curb teen eating disorders,” we start by asking about covari
ance in the study behind this claim. Is there an association between family meals 
and eating disorders? Yes: The news report says 26% of girls who ate with their 
families fewer than five times a week had eatingdisordered behavior (e.g., the use  

❯❯
For more on how random 
assignment helps ensure 

that experimental groups are 
similar, see Chapter 10,  

pp. 284–286.
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FIGURE 3.6
Only experiments 
should be wrapped in 
causal language.
When a journalist or 
researcher makes a causal 
claim, you need to be sure 
the right kind of study—an 
experiment—was conducted.

of laxatives or diuretics, or selfinduced vomiting), and only 17% of girls who 
ate with their families five or more times a week engaged in eatingdisordered 
 behaviors (Warner, 2008). The two variables are associated.

What about temporal precedence? Did the researchers make sure family meals 
had increased before the eating disorders decreased? The best way to ensure tem
poral precedence is to assign some families to have more meals together than 
others. Sure, families who eat more meals together may have fewer daughters with 
eatingdisordered behavior, but the temporal precedence is not clear from this 
association. In fact, one of the symptoms of an eating disorder is embarrassment 
about eating in front of others, so perhaps the eating disorder came first and the 
decreased family meals came second. Daughters with eating disorders may simply 
find excuses to avoid eating with their families.

Internal validity is a problem here, too. Without an experiment, we cannot 
rule out many alternative, thirdvariable explanations. Perhaps girls from single 
parent families are less likely to eat with their families and are vulnerable to 
eating disorders, whereas girls who live with both parents are not. Maybe high 
achieving girls are too busy to eat with their families and are also more susceptible 
to eatingdisordered behavior. These are just two possible alternative explana
tions. Only a wellrun experiment could have controlled for these internal validity 
problems (the alternative explanations), using random assignment to ensure that 
the girls who had frequent family dinners and those who had lessfrequent family 
dinners were comparable in all other ways: high versus low scholastic achieve
ment, singleparent versus twoparent households, and so on. However, it would 
be impractical and probably unethical to conduct such an experiment.

Although the study’s authors reported the findings appropriately, the journalist 
wrapped the study’s results in an eyecatching causal conclusion by saying that 
family dinners curb eating disorders (Figure 3.6). The journalist should probably 
have wrapped the study in the association claim, “Family dinners are linked to 
eating disorders.”

Does Social Media Pressure Cause Teen Anxiety? Another example of a 
 dubious causal claim is this headline: “Pressure to be available 24/7 on social 
media causes teen anxiety” In the story, the journalist reported on a study that 
measured two variables in a set of teenagers; one variable was social media use 
(especially the degree of pressure to respond to texts and posts) and the other was 
level of anxiety (Science News, 2015). The researchers found that those who felt 
pressure to respond immediately also had higher levels of anxiety.

Let’s see if this study’s design is adequate to support the journalist’s  
conclusion—that social media pressure causes anxiety in teenagers. The study 
certainly does have covariance; the results showed that teens who felt more pres
sure to respond immediately to social media were also more anxious. However, 
this was a correlational study, in which both variables were measured at the same 
time, so there was no temporal precedence. We cannot know if the pressure to 
respond to social media increased first, thereby leading to increased anxiety, or 
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if teens who were already anxious expressed their 
anxiety through social media use, by putting pres
sure on themselves to respond immediately.

In addition, this study did not rule out pos
sible alternative explanations (internal validity) 
because it was not an experiment. Several out
side variables could potentially correlate with 
both anxiety and responding immediately to 
social media. One might be that teens who are 
involved in athletics are more relaxed (because 
exercise can reduce anxiety) and less engaged in 
social media (because busy schedules limit their 
time). Another might be that certain teenagers 
are vulnerable to emotional disorders in general; 
they are already more anxious and feel more pres
sure about the image they’re presenting on social 
media (Figure 3.7).

An experiment could potentially rule out such alternative explanations. In 
this example, though, conducting an experiment would be hard. A researcher 
cannot randomly assign teens to be concerned about social media or to be anxious. 
Because the research was not enough to support a causal claim, the journalist 
should have packaged the description of the study under an association claim 
headline: “Social media pressure and teen anxiety are linked.”

OTHER VALIDITIES TO INTERROGATE IN CAUSAL CLAIMS

A study can support a causal claim only if the results demonstrate covariance, and 
only if it used the experimental method, thereby establishing temporal precedence 
and internal validity. Therefore, internal validity is one of the most important 
validities to evaluate for causal claims. Besides internal validity, the other three 
validities discussed in this chapter—construct validity, statistical validity, and 
external validity—should be interrogated, too.

Construct Validity of Causal Claims. Take the headline, “Music lessons enhance 
IQ.” First, we could ask about the construct validity of the measured variable in this 
study. How well was IQ measured? Was an established IQ test administered by 
trained testers? Then we would need to interrogate the construct validity of the 
manipulated variable as well. In operationalizing manipulated variables, researchers 
must create a specific task or situation that will represent each level of the variable. 
In the current example, how well did the researchers manipulate music lessons? 
Did students take private lessons for several weeks or have a single group lesson?

External Validity of Causal Claims. We could ask, in addition, about exter
nal validity. If the study used children in Toronto, Canada, as participants, do 
the results generalize to Japanese children? Do the results generalize to rural 
Canadian children? If Japanese students or rural students take music lessons, 

❯❯
For more on how  

researchers use data to 
check the construct validity 

of their manipulations, see  
Chapter 10, pp. 298–301.

FIGURE 3.7
Support for a causal claim?
Without conducting an experiment, researchers cannot 
support the claim that social media pressure causes 
teen anxiety.
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will their IQs go up, too? What about generalization to other settings—could the 
results generalize to other music lessons? Would flute lessons and violin lessons 
also work? (In Chapters 10 and 14, you’ll learn more about how to evaluate the 
external validity of experiments and other studies.)

Statistical Validity of Causal Claims. We can also interrogate statistical valid
ity. To start, we would ask: How strong is the relationship between music lessons 
and IQ? In our example study, participants who took music lessons gained 7 points 
in IQ, whereas students who did not gained an average of 4.3 points in IQ—a net 
gain of about 3.7 IQ points (Schellenberg, 2004). Is this a large gain? (In this case, 
the difference between these two groups is about 0.35 of a standard deviation, 
which, as you’ll learn, is considered a moderate difference between the groups.) 
Next, asking whether the differences among the lessons groups were statisti
cally significant helps ensure that the covariance criterion was met; it helps us be 
more sure that the difference is not just due to a chance difference in this sample 
alone. (In Chapter 10, you’ll learn more about interrogating the statistical validity  
of causal claims.)

Prioritizing Validities
Which of the four validities is the most important? It depends. When researchers 
plan studies to test hypotheses and support claims, they usually find it impossible 
to conduct a study that satisfies all four validities at once. Depending on their 
goals, sometimes researchers don’t even try to satisfy some of them. They decide 
what their priorities are—and so will you, when you participate in producing your 
own research.

External validity, for instance, is not always possible to achieve—and some
times it may not be the researcher’s priority. As you’ll learn in Chapter 7, to be able 
to generalize results from a sample to a wide population requires a representative 
sample from that population. Consider the Schellenberg study on music lessons 
and IQ. Because he was planning to test a causal claim, he wanted to emphasize 
internal validity, so he focused on making his different groups—music lessons, 
drama lessons, or no lessons—absolutely equivalent. He was not prioritizing exter
nal validity and did not try to sample children from all over Canada. However, his 
study is still important and interesting because it used an internally valid exper
imental method—even though it did not achieve external validity. Furthermore, 
even though he used a sample of children from Toronto, there may be no theoret
ical reason to assume music lessons would not improve the IQs of rural children, 
too. Future research could confirm that music works for other groups of children 
just as well, but there is no obvious reason to expect otherwise.

In contrast, if some researchers were conducting a telephone survey and did 
want to generalize its results to the entire Canadian population—to maximize 
external validity—they would have to randomly select Canadians from all ten 
provinces. One approach would be using a randomdigit telephone dialing system 

❮❮
For more on determining the 
strength of a relationship 
between variables, 
see Statistics Review: 
Descriptive Statistics,  
pp. 468–472.
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to call people in their homes, but this technology is expensive. When researchers 
do use formal, randomly sampled polls, they often have to pay the polling company 
a fee to administer each question. Therefore, a researcher who wants to evaluate, 
say, depression levels in a large population may be economically forced to use a 
short questionnaire or survey. A 2item measure might not be as good as a 15item 
measure, but the longer one would cost more. In this example, the researcher 
might sacrifice some construct validity in order to achieve external validity.

You’ll learn more about these priorities in Chapter 14. The point, for now, is 
simply that in the course of planning and conducting a study, researchers weigh 
the pros and cons of methodology choices and decide which validities are most 
important. When you read about a study, you should not necessarily conclude it is 
faulty just because it did not meet one of the validities.

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING

1. What question(s) would you use to interrogate a study’s construct validity?

2. In your own words, describe at least two things that statistical validity 

addresses.

3. Define external validity, using the term generalize in your definition.

4. Why is a correlational study not able to support a causal claim?

5. Why don’t researchers usually aim to achieve all four of the big validities 

at once?

1. See pp. 69, 71, and 78. 2. See pp. 71–72. 3. See pp. 70–71 and 78–79. 4. See pp. 74–75 and Table 3.4. 
5. See pp. 79–80.

REVIEW: FOUR VALIDITIES,  
FOUR ASPECTS OF QUALITY
As a review, let’s apply the four validities discussed in this chapter to another 
headline from a popular news source: “Stories told of brilliant scientists affect kids’ 
interest in the field.” The journalist's story was reported on the radio ( Vedantam, 
2016), and the original research was published in the Journal of  Educational 
 Psychology (LinSiegler, Ahn, Chen, Fang, & LunaLucero, 2016). Should we 
 consider this a welldesigned study? How well does it hold up on each of the four 
validities? At this stage in the course, your focus should be on asking the right 
questions for each validity. In later chapters, you will also learn how to evaluate 
the answers to those questions. You can see how we might interrogate this study 
by reading the Working It Through section.
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Does Hearing About Scientists’ 
Struggles Inspire Young Students?
Educational psychologists conducted a study in which children were told different 
kinds of stories about scientists, and the researchers tracked the children’s interest 
in being scientists themselves (Lin-Siegler et al., 2016). We will work through this 
example to demonstrate how to apply the concepts from Chapter 3.

QUESTIONS TO ASK CLAIMS, QUOTES, OR DATA
INTERPRETATION AND 
EVALUATION

What kind of claim is in the 
headline? 

What are the variables in the 
headline? 

Which validities should we 
interrogate for this claim? 

“Stories told of brilliant scientists affect 
kids’ interest in the field” (Vedantam, 
2016).

This is a causal claim because affect is a 
causal verb. 

One variable is the type of story told. The 
other variable is kids’ level of interest in 
the field.

We should interrogate a causal claim 
on all four validities, especially internal 
validity.

Construct validity

How well did the researchers 
manipulate “Stories told of 
brilliant scientists”?

The journalist reports that “some kids 
were told very conventional genius 
stories [such as] Albert Einstein, brilliant 
physicist, won the Nobel Prize. He’s 
such a genius. Others were told how 
hard Einstein had to struggle. At one 
point, apparently Einstein was having 
such trouble working out the math in his 
theories that he turned to his friend Max 
Planck and said, this is driving me crazy. 
Can you please help me with the math?” 
(Vedantam, 2016).

These two stories do seem to differ 
in focus in the way the researchers 
intended, with one emphasizing genius 
and the other Einstein’s troubles. The 
manipulation seems well done.

(Continued)

WORKING IT 
THROUGH
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QUESTIONS TO ASK CLAIMS, QUOTES, OR DATA
INTERPRETATION AND 
EVALUATION

Construct Validity 
(continued)

How well did they measure 
“kids’ interest in the field”?

The journalist lists several ways interest in 
the field was operationalized, reporting, 
“Lin-Siegler and her colleagues then 
measured how well students who read 
the struggle stories did in science tests. 
She also measured how engaged the 
students felt about science and how 
much persistence they demonstrated 
when they faced obstacles” (Vedantam, 
2016).

Classroom science tests seem a clear 
way to operationalize performance. 
We might want to find out more about 
how engagement and persistence were 
measured, such as the kinds of items 
used. Note that science performance and 
motivation may not be the same as what 
the journalist’s headline called it, “interest 
in the field.”

Statistical validity

How large was the difference 
in science performance and 
motivation between the 
different story groups?

Was the difference in science 
performance and motivation 
between the different story 
groups statistically significant?

The journalist interviewed one of 
the researchers, who was quoted as 
saying, “people who read struggle 
stories improved their science grades 
significantly more than people who read 
the achievement story” (Vedantam, 2016). 

This quote indicates the difference 
was statistically significant, but does 
not mention how far apart the groups’ 
science grades were. Although the 
headline indicated “interest in the 
field” was a main outcome of the study, 
only science grades (not motivation 
beliefs) showed a statistically significant 
difference.

Internal validity

Was this study an experiment? 
Are there alternative 
explanations, other than the 
struggle aspect of the science 
stories, that could have caused 
the improvement in students’ 
grades?

The fact that students heard one of two 
stories suggests the study is probably 
an experiment, in which some students 
heard about struggles and others heard 
about genius. The journalist reports 
that both stories were about the same 
scientist, but they differed in focus. The 
journalist did not indicate if students 
were randomly assigned to the different 
stories or not.

If researchers randomly assigned 
students to stories, we can assume the 
students who heard struggle stories and 
those who heard achievement stories 
were equivalent in background, ability 
level, original interest in science, gender, 
age, and so on. If the stories were the 
same length, reading level, and tone, we 
can assume it was the struggle aspect of 
the story, rather than anything else, that 
caused grades to improve.

External validity

Can we generalize from the 9th 
and 10th graders in this sample 
to other students?

Would students also benefit 
from hearing about the 
struggles of people in other 
fields, such as law or art? 

The journalist does not indicate 
whether the people in this study were a 
representative sample.

The subjects in this study heard only 
about scientists, not other fields. 

The study’s ability to generalize to 
students in other cities or other grades 
is unknown. However, when researchers 
conduct experiments to support causal 
claims, their priority is usually internal 
validity, not external validity.

We don’t yet know if the pattern 
generalizes to other disciplines. A future 
study could test this idea.
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Summary
The three claims, four validities framework enables you to systematically evaluate any study you read, 
in a journal article or a popular media story. It can also guide you in making choices about research 
you might conduct yourself.

Interrogating the Three Claims Using the 
Four Big Validities
• To interrogate a frequency claim, ask questions about 

the study’s construct validity (quality of the measure-
ments), external validity (generalizability to a larger 
population), and statistical validity (degree of error in 
the percentage estimate).

• To interrogate an association claim, ask about 
its construct, external, and statistical validity. 
 Statistical validity addresses the strength of 
a  relationship, and whether or not a finding is 
 statistically significant.

• To interrogate a causal claim, ask whether the study 
conducted was an experiment, which is the only way 
to establish internal validity and temporal precedence. 
If it was an experiment, further assess internal validity 
by asking whether the study was designed with any 
confounds, and whether the researchers used random 
assignment for making participant groups. You can 
also ask about the study’s construct, external, and 
statistical validity.

• Researchers cannot usually achieve all four validities 
at once in an experiment, so they prioritize them. Their 
interest in making a causal statement means they may 
sacrifice external validity to ensure internal validity.

Variables
• Variables, concepts of interest that vary, form the  

core of psychological research. A variable has at  
least two levels.

• Variables can be measured or manipulated.

• Variables in a study can be described in two ways: as 
conceptual variables (elements of a theory) and as 
operational definitions (specific measures or manipu-
lations in order to study them).

Three Claims
• As a consumer of information, you will identify three 

types of claims that researchers, journalists, and other 
writers make about research: frequency, association, 
and causal claims.

• Frequency claims make arguments about the level of a 
single, measured variable in a group of people.

• Association claims argue that two variables are related 
to each other. An association can be positive, negative, 
or zero. Association claims are usually supported by 
correlational studies, in which all variables are mea-
sured. When you know how two variables are associ-
ated, you can use one to predict the other.

• Causal claims state that one variable is responsible 
for changes in the other variable. To support a causal 
claim, a study must meet three criteria—covariance, 
temporal precedence, and internal validity—which is 
accomplished only by an experimental study.

CHAPTER 
REVIEW
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Review Questions

1. Which of the following variable or variables is manipu-
lated, rather than measured? (Could be more than one.)

a. Number of pairs of shoes owned, in pairs.

b. A person's height, in cm.

c. Amount of aspirin a researcher gives a person to 
take, either 325 mg or 500 mg.

d. Degree of happiness, rated on a scale from 1 to 10.

e. Type of praise a researcher uses in groups of  
dogs: verbal praise or a clicking sound paired  
with treats.

2. Which of the following headlines is an association claim?

a. Chewing gum can improve your mood and focus.

b. Handling money decreases helpful behavior in 
young children.

c. Workaholism is tied to psychiatric disorders.

d. Eating kiwis may help you fall asleep.

3. Which of the following headlines is a frequency claim?

a. Obese kids are less sensitive to tastes.

b. 80% of women feel dissatisfied with how their 
bodies look.

c. Feeling fat? Maybe Facebook is to blame.

d. Daycare and behavior problems are not linked.

4. Which of the following headlines is a causal claim?

a. Taking a deep breath helps minimize high  
blood pressure, anxiety, and depression.

b. Younger people can't read emotions on  
wrinkled faces.

c. Strange but true: Babies born in the autumn  
are more likely to live to 100.

d. Check the baby! Many new moms show signs  
of OCD.

5. Which validity would you be interrogating by asking: 
How well did the researchers measure sensitivity to 
tastes in this study?

a. Construct validity

b. Statistical validity

c. External validity

d. Internal validity

6. Which validity would you be interrogating by asking: 
How did the researchers get their sample of people 
for this survey?

a. Construct validity

b. Statistical validity

c. External validity

d. Internal validity
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7. In most experiments, trade-offs are made  
between validities because it is not possible to 
achieve all four at once. What is the most  
common trade-off? 

a. Internal and external validity.

b. Construct and statistical validity.

c. Statistical and internal validity.

d. External and statistical validity.

Learning Actively

1. For each boldfaced variable below, indicate the variable’s levels, whether the variable is measured or manipulated, 
and how you might describe the variable conceptually and operationally.

VARIABLE IN CONTEXT
CONCEPTUAL 
VARIABLE NAME

OPERATIONALIZATION 
OF THIS VARIABLE

LEVELS OF THIS 
VARIABLE

MEASURED OR 
MANIPULATED

A questionnaire study asks for various 
demographic information, including 
participants’ level of education.

Level of 
education

Asking participants 
to circle their highest 
level of education 
from this list:

High school diploma 
Some college 
College degree 
Graduate degree

High school 
diploma  
Some college 
College degree 
Graduate degree

Measured

A questionnaire study asks about 
anxiety, measured on a 20-item 
Spielberger Trait Anxiety Inventory. 

A study of readability has people read 
a passage of text printed in one of two 
fonts: sans-serif or serif.

A study of school achievement asks 
each participant to report his or her SAT 
score, as a measure of college readiness.

A researcher studying self-control and 
blood sugar levels gives participants 
one of two glasses of sweet-tasting 
lemonade: one has sugar, the other is  
sugar-free.

2. Imagine you encounter each of the following head-
lines. What questions would you ask if you wanted 
to understand more about the quality of the study 
behind the headline? For each question, indicate 
which of the four validities it is addressing. Follow the 
model in the Working It Through section.

a. Chewing gum can improve your mood and focus.

b. Workaholism is tied to psychiatric disorders.

c. 80% of women feel dissatisfied with how their 
bodies look.

3. Suppose you want to test the causal claim about 
chewing gum improving your mood and focus. How 
could you design an experiment to test this claim? 
What would the variables be? Would each be manip-
ulated or measured? What results would you expect? 
Sketch a graph of the outcomes you would predict. 
Would your experiment satisfy the three criteria for 
supporting a causal statement?
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